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Abstract
In current local area networks, multimode fibers (MMFs), mainly graded index (GI) MMFs, are the main types
of fibers used for data communications. Because of their high bandwidth, they are considered the main method
of transmission that allows to offer multiservice broadband services using optical multiplexing techniques.
The MGDM (ModeGroup Division Multiplexing) is a Multiplexing technique, which aims to improve the
performance of the multimode optical fiber by spatially multiplexing the data streams to be transmitted. In this
work, we study optical MIMO (multi-input multi-output) transmission systems on an MMF optical fiber,
specifically the adaptation of the architecture of MIMO transmission systems. In this context, we have studied
the mode group multiplexing technique (MDGM), to evaluate the transmission capacity. In fact, the latter
depends on the injection conditions and the state of the optical fiber.
Keywords: Optical MIMO, multimode fiber O-MGDM and transmission capacity
1. Introduction
Multimode fiber (MMF), is a very interesting method of transmission due to its low cost compared to single
mode fiber (SMF), in indoor broadband networks (Koonen, 2006).
The main objectives are the optimization of these networks for the transport of a particular set of services (voice
telephony, Internet, etc.) to the end user and the integration of new broadband services. Because of its broad
bandwidth, MMF is the only medium capable of offering a multi-service broadband in office and indoor
networks, using multiplexing techniques. To simultaneously transport different types of services (having
different bandwidths, specific signal formats, various requirements in terms of quality of service (QoS)), such
multiplexing technique must respect a high efficiency/cost ratio.
As part of improving the bandwidth of optical fiber MMF, several methods have been applied to optics . These
methods include Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) (Gu et al., 2006), optical Frequency Division
Multiplexing (O-FDM) (Nishio and Numai, 2013), the space division multiplexing (SDM) (Winzer et al.,
2014)(Mizuno and Miyamoto, 2017), the optical Time division multiplexing O-TDM (Chi et al., 2014) and the
mode group diversity multiplexing (MGDM) technique (Tsekrekos, 2008)(Chen et al., 2011).
In the following we will focus on the mode group diversity multiplexing (MGDM) technique, which is a
developed version of a wireless transmission chain known as the BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool)
(Kuchta et al., 2004).
The MGDM multiplexing technique is based on the spatial detection and launching of subgroups to create a
number of independent communication channels on a single MMF fiber, which increases the transmission
capacity (Baklouti and Attia, 2013).
In principle, the MGDM technique is similar to the MIMO (multiple input - multiple output) system in radio
communications.
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This paperr is organized as
a follows. In Part 1, we desscribe the princciple of the MG
GDM system. In Part 2, we study
s
the conditiions of injectioons. In part 3, w
we run simulaations of this syystem. And wee end with a coonclusion.
2. System Model
The princiiple of the modde group multiiplexing (MGD
DM) techniquee is shown in F
Figure 1.

F
Figure
1. Blockk diagram of aan MGDM opttical transmissiion chain.
N. M. So we
e can
This systeem consists off N transmitterrs (Lasers), annd M receiverss (photo-detecttors) such as N
write the eequation of thee output signal y accordingg to the input siignal s in tthe following fform:
Y = H. s + n

(1)

With H annd n, respectiveely, the matrixx of the channeel and the carrier of the additive noise of thhe receiver.
The elemeents h , of the matrix descriibe the transfeer of the signnal of the transmitter i, to tthe receiver j, they
express theemselves as (A
Awad et al., 20011):
h, =

( , )
( , )

(2)

With I : thhe intensity off the luminouss flux caused bby the emitter j, measured att the exit of thhe fiber of leng
gth L
and S : thee surface of the segment of tthe i th detectoor on the facet of the output oof the figure 2..

Figuure 2. Facet of fiber output foor N receivers
Considerinng that the mattrix of the channnelHis knownn to the receivver, the capacitty of transmisssion is expressed as
follows (T
Telatar, 1999):
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HH ∗ ]

(3)

Where, (*) is the conjugate transpose, M is the number of modes of the MMF fiber and B is the bandwidth of the
fiber.
3. Excitation Condition in the MGDM System
For an MGDM system, the incident field at the input side of the optical fiber is considered a Gaussian
characterized by three parameters that determine the state of excitation of MMF, these parameters are (Raddatz
et al., 1998) :
Radial offset (F)
Spot size (w)
angular offset (θ)
These parameters affect the capacity and transmission quality in the fiber by MGDM. In the following we study
the choice of these parameters.
3.1 The Choice of Radial Offset (F) and Spot Size (w)
The distribution of the intensity of the luminous flux at the output of the fiber depends on the number of modes
excited at the entrance of the fiber.
So the relation between radial offset F and spot size w is expressed as follows (Calzavara et al., 1984.):
M=

+ {(

)

(4)

And the choice of the radial offset is related to the optimization of the injection conditions in order to minimize
the interferences between the channels
3.2 The Choice of Angular Offset
It is possible to reduce the crosstalk between the channels by introducing the injection of the luminous flux with
an angular offset compatible with the launching of helical rays. For a helical radius, there exists a unique angle
(θ) as a result for each radial offset (F), the relation between θ and F is given by (Calzavara et al., 1984.):
θ = arsin(

√ ∆

.
.

)

(5)

Where,” a” is the diameter of the optical fiber, n is the refractive index.
4. Simulation of the Capacity of the MGDM System4.1 Transmission Capacity
Figure 4 shows the effect of transmission and reception conditions on the change of the capacity of the system.
As shown in the figure, the capacity of the (2 × 2) system is significantly reduced compared to (3 × 3) channels,
(reduced by22 bits/s/Hz at 17 bits/sec/Hz for SNR = 30 dB). The transmission conditions of the MGDM
channels depend on the excitation conditions F, w and θ.
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Figuure 4. The capaacity of the MG
GDM system
4.2 Simulaation with Optiisystem Softwaare
In this parrt we will realize an optical ttransmission chhain composedd of a multimoode optical fiber of core diam
meter
d = 62.5μm
m and attenuattion of 0.25dB
B / Km, a laserr that will fix tthe wavelengthhs, a photodiodde to transform
m the
optical siggnals into radioo signals.
Figure 4 shhows a diagram
m of the opticaal transmissionn chain.

Figuree 4. System trannsmission chain (2 × 2) MGDM
4.3 Simulaation Results
The follow
wing results serrve to study thhe effect of muultimode opticaal fiber length on the perform
mance of the (2
2 × 2)
MGDM syystem.
For this wee used three leengths L1 = 1000m, L2 = 400m
m and L3 = 4K
Km.
After simuulation we pressent in receptioon the shape of the obtained eye-diagram:
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Figure 5. E
Eye-diagram foor an optical fibber of length L
L1 = 100m

Figure 6. Eyye-diagram for an optical fibber of length L
L2 = 400m.
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Figure 7. Eye-diagram for an optical fiber of length L3 = 4Km
4.4 Discussion of Results
We simulated the transmission system (2 * 2) MGDM by setting the injection parameters (offset, spot size and
angular offset), and by changing the length of the optical fiber.
We have drawn the eye diagram for a length L = 100m and we found a good opening (Figure 5), for the length
L2 = 400m, we have a fairly open eye (Figure 6), then for the length L3 = 4Km we found a bad opening (Figure
7).
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied and analyzed the performance of the MGDM system, by studying the optimization
of the injection, detection and length parameters of the MMF fiber using the Optisystem software in order to
simulate the transmission capacity of the MGDM system O-MIMO via Matlab.
In our future research, we will try to experimentally realize our (3 × 3) MGDM (2 × 2) MGDM system.
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